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ONLINE MEETING ANNOUNCEMENT
DATE:

Wednesday, February 24, 2021

LOCATION: Online using Zoom (see registration info on Page 2)
TIME:

7 pm to 8:30 pm (Social half-hour at 6:30 pm)

SPEAKER:

Tiziana Vanorio, Stanford University,
Rock Physics Laboratory

TOPIC:

“Concrete and Concrete-Like Rocks:
The Role of Mineral Cementitious
Fibers in Controlling Strength and
Mode of Failure”

How does the Earth do chemistry? And how does Earth’s chemistry do
mechanics? These are fundamental questions to our understanding of
failure and strength recovery of faults undergoing healing and
cementation. The importance of these questions reside in the fact that
the dynamics of slip along cemented faults can assume a wide range of
slip modes — from fast earthquakes, to slow-slip events, to benign
creep, whose origin remains unclear. This presentation starts from the
example of an Italian caldera experiencing large deformation, low
seismic efficiency, and slow-slip events to show that such a rheology
is consistent with the fibrous microstructure of the rocks from the
seismogenic area. The rocks exhibit a cementitious matrix made of
intertwined fibrous minerals, suggesting that the cementation of the
volcanic ash in the caldera is the result from of a pozzolanic activity
arising from the reaction of volcanic ash with lime and water — the
basic recipe of Roman marine concrete. The same mineral fibers are in
fact also found in cores of Roman-era, concrete for which the region is
known. Through the use of experiments and modeling, we find that
fibers provide rocks and materials with strength, creep and ductility. In
particular, parameters of the cementitious microstructure such as fiber
length, orientation, and degree of entanglement control strength, mode
of failure, and the mechanical transition from brittle to ductile. Thanks
to the extraordinary progress in high-resolution imaging techniques, the
presence of micro- and nano-structures of mineral fibers matrix is being
found in rock cement from a range of natural environments. The study
of chemical cementation and the rheology of fibrous microstructures is
a first step to understand fault healing and damage resilience.
Biography:
Dr. Tiziana Vanorio is Associate Professor in the Geophysics
Department, and Sr. Associate Dean for Educational Affairs in the
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calendar. Jim’s default calendar is Google. He will also
copy the link to you in email, but if that is used a
password may be required as well (that will be included
in the invitation). DO NOT FORWARD THIS LINK
TO ANYONE ELSE.

NCGS 2020 – 2021 Calendar

March 24, 2021
7:00 pm
Dr. John Eichelberger, Univ. of Alaska, Fairbanks
“Drilling to Magma” (2020 Distinguished Lecture
Series from GSA Continental Scientific Drilling Division) The meeting will use a “waiting room” for security
purposes. The host will open the meeting about 6:30
PM to provide some social time on screen before the
April 28, 2021
7:00 pm
meeting. You will be admitted by host after matching
Dr. Penelope Boston, NASA Ames Research Center
names to the registration list- please be patient. To save
Some of the Most Challenging Questions Facing
the host work, please try to join the meeting no later
Astrobiologists Today
than 6:50 PM as it will take longer to gain admittance
after the meeting starts. You will need to turn on your
May 26, 2021
Dinner Meeting
6:00 pm
own video and audio once you have entered the
Dr. Kathryn Stack Morgan, JPL Mars 2020 Deputy
meeting. Once the meeting starts, the host will mute
Project Scientist
The Mars 2020 Perseverance Rover: First Results from everyone and ask that your video be turned off to
minimize bandwidth constraints for a big group except
Jezero Crater
when requested by the host for specific meeting roles.
The chat feature will be available throughout the session
June 30, 2021
7:00 pm
and video and audio will be available to all participants
Speaker and subject to be determined
once we get to Q&A.

NCGS Zoom Meeting Instructions –
ADVANCE REGISTRATION
REQUIRED

View the January Presentation

We held an excellent meeting in January via Zoom, and
we hope that all who wanted to see it were able to,
Until the Contra Costa County Health Department without significant interruption or other issues. If you
clears us to meet in person, we will be holding our missed it or would just like to see it again, please use
monthly meetings via ZOOM. Jim O’Brient, our the following link and password:
Program Manager, will host these meetings AND https://us02web.zoom.us/rec/share/5ITIEvwCc2ZO2R
EVERONE MUST REGISTER EACH MONTH to IpcF4THb2tcn9s06_nh9KUQEB5nQdJqBAtP9attend since meeting slots are limited to 100.
0KETC2CqtoAJj._KUyEPeAaT2jB7qc
Members only can reserve a slot. Register by sending Passcode: 0Sw*G!1D (Note: We suggest that you type
an email note to j.obrient@comcast.net who will in the password, rather than cutting and pasting it in.)
reserve these on a first-come, first served basis starting
each month when the newsletter is published. Please
The 75th Anniversary Volume of the
send this note from the email address that you want used
for the meeting link. Once registered, you will receive Northern California Geological Society:
an invitation for the actual Zoom meeting from Jim that
Regional Geology of Mount Diablo,
includes the link to join the meeting.
California: Its Tectonic Evolution on the

North America Plate Boundary

Registration will close three days before the event –
since our meetings are on Wednesday evening from
7:00 – 8:30 PM, this will be Sunday evening at 7 PM.
Zoom invitations will be emailed on Monday by 7
PM. For newcomers to Zoom, Jim can host 30-minute
practice sessions on Tuesday at 2 PM (day before the
meeting) or Wednesday at 2PM (day of meeting). Ask
to register for those sessions in the same email you send
to register for the meeting.

An Outline of the Papers in the Volume
The Memoir is a publication to celebrate the 75th
Anniversary of the Northern California Geological
Society, scheduled to be published in Summer 2021.

The Northern California Geological Society held its first
meeting in May 1944. Over the years, a monthly lecture
series and occasional field trips evolved to serve as the
The invitations will come via a calendar invite that you main venues for the Society. At first, meetings of the
simply accept (YES) in order to place this on your Society were held in various locations across the Bay
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economic ore minerals. The Motzer and Mustart paper
describes the briefly profitable mercury mines that were
established on the east side of the mountain in the late
nineteenth and early twentieth century. Other ore deposits
produced small quantities of copper, silver, gold and
chromium. The Eocene sedimentary sequences on the
northeast flank of Mount Diablo also include important
deposits of coal that were mined as the region developed
an early industrial base. Sullivan and others in their article
relate the history of mining in the Mount Diablo Coalfield
in the late nineteenth century. Lignite and sub-bituminous
coal found in the Domengine Formation fueled the
industries and homes of the major population centers of
northern California. The sandstone overlying the coal in
this formation was later mined for glass and foundry sand.
Quarrying for crushed stone from the Coast Range
Ophiolite has become an important resource in recent
years and Goodwin’s article explains the quarrying
operation on the north side of the mountain.

Area, but eventually settled into San Francisco because of
its concentration of petroleum and mining companies. The
first field trip organized by the Society was a two-day trip
to Mount Diablo held on May 12-13, 1950. This event
marked the beginning of a close connection between the
Society and the mountain. The Society prospered over the
next few decades, but as the petroleum and mining
companies relocated away from San Francisco, the
membership broadened and the meeting location was
moved to the East Bay and near to Mount Diablo. Seventyfive years after its founding, the Society proposed to
celebrate this anniversary by assembling a volume of new
research and field guides by the members. The review of
our collection of field guides showed that many trips were
focused on Mount Diablo and the surrounding area. In
addition, many of our members have studied and
published on its geology and this continues today. After
some discussion, the Society decided to dedicate the
Seventy-fifth Anniversary Volume to Mount Diablo,
highlighting its unique location on the western boundary
of the North America Plate where an understanding of the
interplay of strike-slip faulting and transpressional
tectonics have led to recent advancements in our
understanding of regional geologic history. Over the past
75 years, as members of our society and others have
investigated the landscape, rocks, and structures of the
mountain, new techniques such as U-Pb geochronology of
zircons, apatite fission-track analyses, regional structural
reconstructions based on balanced cross-sections, and
dating of tephra beds in the Tertiary section, have
provided new insights into the mountain’s evolution.

Early exploration for oil and gas in the area began in 1864
when a shallow well was drilled close to surface oil seeps
on the northeast limb of the Mount Diablo anticline.
Hector and others discuss the discovery of hydrocarbons
in the last century in the Concord, Milligan Hills, and Los
Medanos gas fields and in the Brentwood oil field. Mount
Diablo State Park is today accessed by a network of trails
and a long winding road to the summit. The last paper in
the Introduction is an account by Fuller and Roffers on the
geomorphic modifications within the Park due to a century
of road and trail construction.
Five articles focus on the structure of the Mount Diablo
region. The mountain is dominated by a northwesttrending asymmetric anticline with a Mesozoic core of
Franciscan and Great Valley complex rocks that are
flanked by moderately to steeply dipping sedimentary
sequences of Late Cretaceous and Cenozoic age. One
widely accepted interpretation of the mid-twentieth
century proposed that Mount Diablo was formed as a late
Cenozoic piercement structure by a diapiric rise of a body
of serpentinite. With the emergence of plate tectonics in
the 1960s, and the focus on strike-slip faults along a major
transform boundary, the structural interpretation of the
California Coast Ranges changed dramatically. This was
an important period in our evolving understanding of West
Coast geology led by Tanya Atwater and others who
showed that the California plate boundary underwent a
long period of subduction from the late Mesozoic through
the mid Cenozoic. During the Oligocene, the boundary
shifted to a transform margin, traced in this region by the
northward migration of the Mendocino Triple Junction.
The reinterpretation of geological structures in the region
emphasized their origin within this transform setting and
focused on the predominantly right lateral strike-slip
movements along the San Andreas fault system. These

In the Introduction of the Memoir, Graymer and
Langenheim present their revised geological map and
stratigraphic framework for the region which includes an
interpretation of the most recent regional gravity and
aeromagnetic data. Bartow summarizes the early days of
geological investigations, starting with the Whitney
Survey of 1860. This first survey of the mountain
discovered, instead of subaerial lava flows from recent
volcanic eruptions, outcrops of diabase, serpentinite,
chert, and sandstone, some of which contained potentially
3

interpretations revealed the relationships between the
strike slip faults in the vicinity of the mountain, and likely
compression across the restraining bends in these faults
that created the recent uplift of today’s mountainous
terrain.

transitioning from simply the study of microfossils and
biochronology to interpretations of global climatic events,
including the definition of changes in sea level and oxygen
isotopic variations indicative of paleotemperatures. As a
result, the papers in this section are using stratigraphy to
expand our understanding of the depositional history of
the Sacramento forearc basin that was located at the
western plate boundary of the North American Plate
during late Mesozoic and early Cenozoic subduction of
the Farallon Plate.

The rocks that make up the mountain were folded and
faulted by late Neogene and Quaternary compression
attributed to plate boundary-normal compression and
compression related to a restraining bend in the strike fault
system that bounds the mountain. Medwedeff’s article
emphasizes the role of contractional faulting and its
interaction with extensional and dextral strike-slip faults
in the structural development of Mount Diablo and the
surrounding central Coast Range. Wakabayashi’s paper
describes the Franciscan core complex composed of
pillow basalt overlain by chert and graywacke. Within this
core complex, Wakabayashi mapped mélange blocks that
included some high-grade metamorphic rocks. Unruh in
his paper, describes the pressure and temperature pathway
by which these ancient metamorphic basement rocks were
uplifted to the surface and their relationship with the
overlying sedimentary sequences.

McDougall discusses the faunal changes in the
Foraminifera and Calcareous Plankton assemblages in the
Paleogene succession that can be linked to overall global
climatic trends and are complicated by high temperature
hypothermal events that spiked for relatively brief periods
of time. This paper updates the age and environmental
interpretations of the Paleogene formations in the Mount
Diablo area.
Sullivan and others present a paper on the mid to late
Cenozoic stratigraphy of the northeast limb of the Mount
Diablo anticline, defined here as representing the uplifted
western margin of the Sacramento basin. The succession
records the evolution from a marine forearc basin during
the latter stages of subduction in the early Cenozoic to a
predominantly nonmarine succession with the change to a
transform continental basin in the mid to late Cenozoic.
Gooley and others analyzed the detrital zircons in the
section and demonstrated that the lower Cenozoic
succession had varying sources of sediment ranging from
California’s Sierra Nevada batholith to the east, to the
Idaho batholith and Challis volcanic field to the northeast
in Idaho. In contrast, the provenance of detrital zircons in
the mid to late Cenozoic section, indicates even more
diverse sources, ranging from calderas penetrating the
Nevadoplano to the east to strikingly different sources
from the uplifts and volcanic centers in the Coast Ranges
to the west and Cascades to the north.

Sullivan and others discuss the significance and
interpretation of two areas of Neogene of volcanic rocks
and shallow intrusives in the vicinity of the Clayton fault
on the east side of Mount Diablo. The most southerly
outcrops are composed of late Miocene dacite intrusives
that have been dated at 7-5 to 7.8 Ma. Eighteen kilometers
(11 miles) to the north in the Concord Naval Weapon
Station is an andesite lava flow that originated from a
feeder dike along the Clayton fault. The lava flow is flatlying and post-dates much of the regional tectonic uplift
that formed Mount Diablo and the Los Medanos Hills. The
lava flowed into creeks that drained northeast to Suisun
Bay. These minor volcanic events appear to be a precursor
to a later major period of volcanism centered to the north
in the area of the Sonoma and Clear Lake volcanic centers.
The age and composition of these volcanic centers on the
eastern margin of the San Andreas fault system are
consistent with a probable association of this volcanism
with the northward migration of the Mendocino Triple
Junction during the late Cenozoic.

The paper by Wagner and others on the structure and
stratigraphy of the East Bay Hills, is based on decades of
field work where detailed mapping and stratigraphic
analysis significantly reinterpreted the geology in this
highly folded and faulted region west of Mount Diablo in
an area bounded by the Calaveras and Hayward strike-slip
faults. The major addition to earlier studies is that Wagner
has collected and dated the tephra marker beds in this
section. K-Ar dating of numerous tuffs in this section has
revised the correlation of stratigraphic units within this
area of complex faulting. Details of the tephrochronology
of volcanic tuffs in the Cenozoic succession are more fully
described by Sarna-Wojcicki and others. This study is also
based on collecting and analyzing the tephra beds in the
upper Cenozoic succession along with their postulated
source areas. Tephra marker beds can be dated and their
source can be determined from their chemistry when

The final six manuscripts focus on the late Mesozoic and
Cenozoic succession in the Mount Diablo region and
nearby East Bay hills. Most of the stratigraphic studies of
sedimentary sequences were originally undertaken in the
early part of the twentieth century with a focus on naming,
describing and dating the stratigraphic units. Today the
emphasis is on chronostratigraphic studies through the
application
of
sequence
stratigraphy
and
tephrochronology. Other advances include the study of
detrital zircons to determine provenance and
transportation routes within the depositional system.
Paleontological research has become more refined,
4

compared to known volcanic centers in the western United
States. As a result, tephra beds can be correlated among
numerous sites across Northern California and beyond.
The main provenance of the mid and upper Cenozoic tuffs
in the Mount Diablo succession include the major volcanic
centers in the Nevadoplano, Snake-Yellowstone, New
Mexico and Sonoma County areas. The concluding paper
also by Sarna-Wojcicki is a regional study of the Neogene
history of the Central Coast Ranges and northern Great
Central Valley based on over five decades of field work.
It is a period marked by the passage of the Mendocino
Triple Junction and the trailing slab window volcanism.
The account explores the events in the Central Valley that
led to the formation of a great lake, named Lake Clyde,
which at times filled the valley reaching the dimensions of
present-day Lake Michigan. The lake in the Pleistocene
eventually drained to the ocean via San Francisco Valley
(now Bay) through an outlet called the Golden Gate.

Jeannette Hammann of GSA was responsible for initiating
and supporting the publication of the Memoir. Jon
Raessler and April Leo, GSA, together with Christian
Koeberl of University of Vienna (Science Editor) were
invaluable in guiding us through the many steps in editing
and preparing the articles for publication. Stephen
Edwards and John Karachewski provided photographs,
Russell Graymer, Kenneth A. Johnson and Michael B.
Henry supplied the maps for the Preface, Eric Gold helped
with computer support and James O’Brient served as the
NCGS financial advisor.

We would also like to especially thank Save Mount Diablo
for their financial support for the Memoir. Save Mount
Diablo (SMD) is a non-profit conservation organization
which since 1971 has been preserving the land and
educating the public on the natural beauty and values of
Mount Diablo. In particular, we wish to acknowledge the
advice and encouragement that we received from Seth
The breadth of research presented in this Memoir, all Adams and the rest of the staff at the foundation. Scott
points to the origin of Mount Diablo as a relatively recent Hein of SMD provided many of the photographs used in
event in the long and complex geological history of the the publication. We also would like to thank members of
Coast California Ranges.
NCGS who have generously contributed to the publication
fund.
Acknowledgements
- Raymond Sullivan, Doris Sloan, Jeff Unruh and David
The preparation of this publication required many people
Schwartz, volume editors.
to edit, review and write the papers. In addition to people
listed in the acknowledgement section of each paper, we The following table summarizes the 18 contributions to
wish to acknowledge the dedication of a number of special the volume, scheduled to be published by the Geological
individuals from NCGS who reviewed the drafts of the Society of America in Summer 2021.
manuscripts before they were submitted to the Geological
TABLE OF CONTENTS
Society of America. These include Andrew Alden,
Richard Cardwell, Mary Rose Casa, Katie Colbert, Paul
Henshaw, Don Lewis, Barbara Matz, Tom MacKinnon, Preface - Raymond Sullivan, Doris Sloan, David
David Mustart, James O’Brient, Phil Reed, Noelle Schwartz and Jeffrey Unruh
Schoellkopf, and Mark Sorensen. Many others geologists 1. Geologic framework of Mount Diablo, California served as Geological Society of America reviewers and Russell W. Graymer and Victoria E. Langenheim.
these include Todd Greene, California State University,
2. History of geological investigations of Mount Diablo,
Chico; David Mustart, San Francisco State University;
Contra Costa County, California - Gregory Bartow.
Cathy Busby, University of California, Davis; John
Barron, Robert McLaughlin, and Russell Graymer of the 3. Mount Diablo mercury deposits - William E. Motzer
USGS; John Henry, University of Nevada; John and David A. Mustart
Wakabayashi, California State University, Fresno; Trevor 4. The occurrence and mining of coal and sand deposits
A. Dumitru and W. G. Ernest of Stanford University; in the middle Eocene Domengine Formation of the Mount
Michael Cox, New Almaden Mines; Thomas Barry, Diablo Coalfield, California - Raymond Sullivan, Morgan
California Department of Conservation, David Wagner, D. Sullivan, Patrick Dedmon, and Stephen W. Edwards.
Chris Higgins and Fred Guise of the California Geological
Survey; Elizabeth Cassel, University of Idaho; James 5. Aggregate mining on Mount Zion, Clayton, California
O’Brient, Don Medwedeff, and Paul Henshaw, retirees - Joshua A. Goodwin.
from Chevron; Stephen G. Muir, Consultant; Loren A. 6. Petroleum occurrences in the Mount Diablo Area,
Raymond, Appalachian State University; John H. Shawn, California - Scott T. Hector, Karen E. Blake, and Timothy
Harvard University; Lisa White, University of California, D. Elam.
Berkeley; Raymond A. Coveney, University of Missouri,
Kansas City; Keith Kelson, US Corps of Engineers; and 7. Erosion due to a century of road construction and
maintenance at Mount Diablo State Park - Michael Fuller.
Jeffrey Knott, California State University, Fullerton.
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8. Interaction of extensional, contractional, and strike-slip
elements at Mount Diablo and the surrounding eastern
Coast Ranges, San Francisco Bay Area, California: A
model-based analysis - Donald A. Medwedeff

sending a tax-exempt donation to the NCGS publication
fund established by the GSA specifically to cover the
cost of color printing. Recently, GSA has elected to
upgrade the publication to Memoir, their highest
9. Field and petrographic reconnaissance of Franciscan publication rating, with a hard cover.
Complex rocks of Mount Diablo, California: Imbricated Members can simply send a check or online donation
ocean floor stratigraphy with a roof-exhumation fault to the GSA Foundation and designate that it is being
system - John Wakabayashi.
given to the Mt. Diablo Publications Fund. There is a
10. Upper plate deformation during blueschist spot in the online donation system where you can
exhumation, ancestral western California Forearc Basin, specify “Mt Diablo Fund.” If sending a check, please
from stratigraphic and structural relationships at Mount write "Pubs Fund Mt. Diablo" on the memo line.
Diablo and the Rio Vista Basin - Jeffrey Unruh.
Address:
GSA Foundation
11. Neogene volcanism on the east side of Mount Diablo,
PO Box 9140
Contra Costa County, California - Raymond Sullivan,
Boulder, CO 80301
Ryan P. Fay, Carl Schaefer, Alan Deino, and Stephen W. Online:
https://gsa-foundation.org/donate/
Edwards.
12. Global biotic events in the Paleogene marine strata of
eastern San Francisco Bay Area - Kristin McDougall.

Soil Stratigraphy for Trench Logging”
Course Now Online

13. The mid-Cenozoic succession on the northeast limb
of the Mount Diablo Anticline, California: A stratigraphic
record of tectonic events in the forearc basin - Raymond
Sullivan, Morgan D. Sullivan, Stephen A. Edwards,
Andrei Sarna Wojcicki, Rebecca A. Hackworth, and Alan
Deino.

This is an updated version of the lecture portion of the
popular course that Glenn Borchardt has been giving for
many years. Students will learn how to improve their
trench and outcrop logs and descriptions of soils
uncovered during geologic hazard investigations for
development sites. It comprises six abundantly illustrated
lectures:

14. Tectonic evolution of the central California margin as
reflected by detrital zircon composition in the Mount
Diablo region - Jared T. Gooley, Marty Grove, and
Stephan A. Graham.

1. Soil Science Theory: CTPOT, the factors of soil
formation
2. The ABC’s of Soils: Recognizing soil horizons and
soil features
3. Preparing excellent trench logs
4. Pedochronology: Bookkeeping for the ages
5. Laboratory methods for pedochronology
6. Soil Tectonics: What faults do to soils; what soils do
to faults

15. Miocene structure and stratigraphy of the East Bay
Hills, California - J. Ross Wagner, Alan Deino, Stephen
W. Edwards, Andrei Sarna- Wojcicki, and Elmira Wan.
16. Late Cenozoic tephrochronology of the Mount Diablo
area within the evolving plate tectonic boundary zone of
California - Andre Sarna-Wojcicki, Raymond Sullivan,
Alan Deino, J. Ross Wagner, Elmira Wan, and Laura
Walkup.

Students can learn more about the course at: SSFTL Intro
Video
or
https://go.glennborchardt.com/SSFTLCOURSE. The cost is $250 and the first 30 members of
NCGS or AEG to purchase the course will receive a 10%
discount (Coupon code: ssftl20). The first 30 college
students will receive a 20% discount (Coupon code:
ssftlstud). Upon successful completion, Continuing
Education certificates will be available upon request.

17. Late Cenozoic paleogeographic reconstruction of the
San Francisco Bay Area from analysis of stratigraphy,
tectonics and tephrochronology - Andrei Sarna-Wojcicki.

NCGS member contributions to the
publication of this volume are very welcome

News from Mars! (via the Keck Institute for
Space Sciences)

The volume will be a colorful in-depth study of the
geology of Mt. Diablo by the leading experts in their
field. Donations are being sought to cover the costs
of numerous color photographs and figures. A major
donation has been provided by Save Mount Diablo
together with access to their outstanding collection of
professional photographs. Add your name to the
contributors to this 75th Anniversary publication by

Dear Fellow Space Enthusiast,
Join us at 7 PM on Wednesday, Feb. 17, the eve of the
Mars 2020 Perseverance rover landing, to hear JPL
Chief Engineer Rob Manning explain the challenges,
and some of the stories and lessons, that have led to the
6

Entry, Descent and Landing (EDL) design of this Pacific Section. Lectures on interesting topics are held
newest Mars mission!
on the first and third Wednesdays of the month, at 5:006:00 PM (Pacific Time). You can join from home via
So far, half of all human attempts to land robots on Mars
have ended in failure. In the past 20 years the success Zoom, by going to www.pacificsectionsepm.org.
rate has improved to about 70% but even the experience
gained from building on a string of 5 successful US
Mars missions in a row can’t prepare us enough to
guarantee success. On February 18, 2021, Mars 2020
with the Perseverance rover will try again. This time we
will be aiming for an even smaller landing area on Mars
that is littered with exciting surface science but also
with danger. Over the last several years, the Mars 2020
team built on past Mars mission experiences and
inventions to develop new tricks that will improve the
odds to stack the deck in favor of a safe landing and an
exciting start for a Mars Sample Return mission.

Lectures for 2021 have not yet been posted, but will be
listed at the noted website. They also plan (if feasible)
a field trip in 2021 to the San Gabriel Mountains.

Webinar: The Thrill and Terror of Landing a
Spacecraft on Mars

UC Berkeley Earth & Planetary Science
Weekly Seminar Series

Information on Professional Registration
with the State of California

Professional registrations for geologists are handled
through the Board for Professional Engineers, Land
Surveyors and Geologists, 2535 Capitol Oaks Drive,
Suite 300, Sacramento, CA 95833, at (916) 263-2406,
online at www.bpelsg.ca.gov. Please visit the Board’s
webpage and select the Online Services tab for a
This program is organized by the Keck Institute for schedule
of
upcoming
webinars,
at
Space Studies (KISS), a joint think tank of the Caltech https://www.bpelsg.ca.gov/online_services/index.shtml.
Campus and the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL).

Wednesday, February 17, 2021, 7:00 P.M. PST

UC Berkeley’s seminar series has been re-inaugurated
for Thursdays (usually) at 3:45 pm for most of the
academic year, but the location has changed – now on
Zoom! Speakers (but no talk titles) have been listed for
talks for the spring semester. On Thursday, February 18
at 12:45 pm, Peter Crockford Weizmann will speak
online on The Geologic History of Earth's Biosphere.
You can join the meeting with the link provided to
members of the departmental email list. To join their
email list, see: eps_frontoffice@berkeley.edu. For the
listing
of
upcoming
seminars,
go
to
http://eps.berkeley.edu/events/seminars.

Rob Manning is Chief Engineer for NASA’s Jet
Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) as well as Chief Engineer
for JPL’s Engineering and Science Directorate. He has
been designing, testing and operating robotic spacecraft
for 40 years including Galileo to Jupiter, Cassini to
Saturn, Magellan to Venus, and many Mars missions.

Books by NCGS Member Gary Prost
Gary Prost has been an active member for the last
several years. Here is a new review of his most recent
book(s). If you check Amazon for him, you’ll see that
he has authored several books in recent years, including
field trip guides and other publications.

USGS Evening Public Lecture Series
The USGS evening public lecture series events are free
and are intended for a general public audience that may
not be familiar with the science being discussed.
Normally held at Rambo Auditorium, 345 Middlefield
Road, Menlo Park, there are no upcoming evening
public lectures listed for 2021. Check back later for
information on possible newly scheduled lectures for
this year, plus a map of the location, at:
https://online.wr.usgs.gov/calendar/.

Here is a Dropbox link to the review:
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/9cdeggkc5ypkq5b/AAC
2BbozPRjYJVWj6UbPlSNGa?dl=0 (Click on Gary
Prost article.bmp). Or, here’s a link to the GEOExPro
issue with the review (see page 72 therein):
https://assets.geoexpro.com/uploads/04ec227a-df4545a4-a89d6f36ed6579ad/Geoscience%20Magazine%20GEO%20
ExPro%20Vol.%2017,%20No.%205.pdf.

NCGS Outreach Opportunities

Fall Lecture Series of Pacific Section, SEPM
There are no announcements for NCGS outreach this
(Society for Sedimentary Geology)

month, but keep an eye on this space, and for emails that
may come from Greg Bartow, our recording secretary.

Explore the latest in west-coast sedimentology in this
semi-monthly, online lecture series hosted by the
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The processes that shaped the basin also deposited and
preserved vast reserves of oil and gas, of which only a
fraction has been extracted. Much of the remaining oil
lies buried beneath ancient salt layers, just recently
illuminated by modern seismic imaging. That's the
assessment of researchers at The University of Texas at
Austin, who reviewed decades of geological research
and current production figures in an effort to understand
the secret behind the basin's success.

WE HAVE A FACEBOOK GROUP! FIND US
ON FACEBOOK @NCGEOLSOC AND
TWITTER @NORCALGEOSOC

Check out our updated NCGS Website at
http://ncgeolsoc.org/. We have posted many older field
trip guidebooks for free downloading, and we describe
the process for purchasing newer guidebooks. The
website includes a list of upcoming meetings,
information on our scholarship program, a list of useful Because of its geological history, the Gulf of Mexico
remains one of the richest petroleum basins in the
web links, and list of NCGS officers.
world. Despite 60 years of continuous exploration and
development, the basin's ability to continue delivering
NCGS Board Meetings
new hydrocarbon reserves means it will remain a
Board meetings (online for now) are open to all NCGS
significant energy and economic resource for Texas and
members. Please contact Tom MacKinnon if you’d like
the nation for years to come, said lead author John
to attend, at tom.mackinnon@comcast.net. Board
meetings are generally held on Saturday mornings in Snedden, a senior research scientist at the University of
Texas Institute for Geophysics (UTIG).
January, April/May, and August/September.

"When we looked at the geologic elements that power a
super basin -- its reservoirs, source rocks, seals and
traps -- it turns out that in the Gulf of Mexico, many of
Welcome to a new decade – but now is the time to check
those are pretty unique," he said.
your membership status. Please see page 13 for a blank
registration form, and mail it in as indicated to our new The research was featured in a December 2020 special
Treasurer, Don Medwedeff. Please also note that the volume of the American Association of Petroleum
dues assessed for newsletters sent by the U.S. Post Geologists Bulletin focused on the world's super basins:
Office has been increased to $40, to account for the a small number of prolific basins that supply the bulk of
the world's oil and gas.
cost of printing and mailing.

Have You Renewed Your Membership?

According to the paper, the geologic elements that have
made the Gulf of Mexico such a formidable petroleum
resource include a steady supply of fine- and coarseJohn Wakabayashi has informed us that the 2023 GSA grained sediments, and salt: thick layers of it buried in
Cordilleran Section Meeting will be in Sacramento. the Earth, marking a time long ago when much of the
John plans to lead a Mt Diablo Field trip for that ancient sea in the basin evaporated.
meeting – his trips are great, so mark your calendars!
Geologically, salt is important because it can radically
alter how petroleum basins evolve. Compared to other
Researchers trace geologic origins of sedimentary rocks, it migrates easily through the Earth,
Gulf of Mexico 'super basin' success creating space for oil and gas to collect. It helps
moderate heat and keeps hydrocarbon sources viable
ScienceDaily, January 15, 2021
longer and deeper. And it is a tightly packed mineral
Source: University of Texas at Austin
that seals oil and gas in large columns, setting up giant
fields.
The Gulf of Mexico holds huge untapped offshore oil
"The Gulf of Mexico has a thick salt canopy that
deposits that could help power the U.S. for decades.
blankets large portions of the basin and prevented us for
The energy super basin's longevity, whose giant many years from actually seeing what lies beneath,"
offshore fields have reliably supplied consumers with Snedden said. "What has kept things progressing is
oil and gas since the 1960s, is the result of a remarkable industry's improved ability to see below the salt."
geologic past -- a story that began 200 million years ago
among the fragments of Pangea, when a narrow, According to the paper, the bulk of the northern
shallow seaway grew into an ocean basin, while around offshore basin's potential remains in giant, deepwater
oil fields beneath the salt blanket. Although reaching
it mountains rose then eroded away.
them is expensive and enormously challenging,

2023 GSA Cordilleran Section Meeting
Coming to Sacramento
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One popular theory is that the wolves which became dogs
acted as rubbish-disposal agents for groups of people, by
eating their waste, possibly including their feces. That,
though, would be a service more useful to settled farmers
than mobile hunter-gatherers. As she writes in Scientific
Reports, however, Maria Lahtinen of the Finnish Museum of
Natural History thinks she might have the answer to how
wolves and people squared the competitive circle while both
species were still hunters. It was, she and her colleagues
suggest, simply a matter of surplus calories.
The archeological evidence suggests that wolves were
domesticated in woodlands fringing the ice sheets of the last
ice age, since that is where almost all Paleolothic dog
remains have been found. Dr. Lahtinen calculated that, given
the large size of prey animals in this environment, and
humans’ need to eat a balanced diet with plenty of plant
matter in it as well as flesh, there would have been a lot of
surplus meat around from kills. What better way to use some
of it than to feed a few wolf cubs to provide entertainment
and companionship? And thus, she suggests, were dogs
born.

Snedden believes they represent the best future for
fossil fuel energy. That's because the offshore -- where
many of the giant fields are located -- offers industry a
way of supplying the world's energy with fewer wells,
which means less energy expended per barrel of oil
produced.
Snedden said there is still much to learn about
hydrocarbons beneath the Gulf of Mexico, how they got
there and how they can be safely accessed. This is
especially true in the southern Gulf of Mexico, which
was closed to international exploration until 2014. One
of the few publicly available datasets was a series of
UTIG seismic surveys conducted in the 1970s. Now, a
wealth of prospects is emerging from new seismic
imaging of the southern basin's deepwater region.
"When you look at recent U.S. oil and gas lease sales,
Mexico's five-year plan, and the relatively small carbon
footprint of the offshore oil and gas industry, I think it's
clear that offshore drilling has an important future in the
Gulf of Mexico," Snedden said.

Snedden's research was conducted within UTIG for the Global ice loss increases at record rate
Gulf Basin Depositional Synthesis project (which he
ScienceDaily, January 25, 2021
directs). The project has been continuously funded by
Source: University of Leeds
an industry consortium since 1995. UTIG is a unit of the
The rate at which ice is disappearing across the planet is
Jackson School of Geosciences.
speeding up, according to new research.
Journal Reference: John W. Snedden, Robert C.
And the findings also reveal that the Earth lost 28 trillion
Cunningham, Jon W. Virdell. The northern Gulf of
tonnes of ice between 1994 and 2017 -- equivalent to a
Mexico offshore super basin: Reservoirs, source rocks,
sheet of ice 100 metres thick covering the whole of the
seals, traps, and successes. AAPG Bulletin, 2020; 104
UK. The figures were published January 25 by a research
(12): 2603 DOI: 10.1306/09092020054.
team which is the first to carry out a survey of global ice
loss using satellite data.

The Origin of Dogs

The team, led by the University of Leeds, found that the
rate of ice loss from the Earth has increased markedly
within the past three decades, from 0.8 trillion tons per
year in the 1990s to 1.3 trillion tons per year by 2017.

A New Idea about how Dogs were
Domesticated
Source: The Economist, January 9, 2021

Ice melt across the globe raises sea levels, increases the
risk of flooding to coastal communities, and threatens to
wipe out natural habitats that wildlife depend on.

Man’s best friend is also his oldest. The partnership between
dogs and people may go back as much as 40,000 years – long
pre-dating any other domestication. And it is based not, as is
the case with many subsequent domestications, on a human
desire to eat the animal concerned, or to consume some
associated product such as milk or eggs, but rather on
genuine companionship, albeit with a little work- and
hunting-related exploitation on the side.
How this partnership got going, though, is debated. In
particular, unlike other domestications, which involved
groups of people who had taken up farming, the
domestication of the wolves that became dogs happened
while all human beings were still hunter-gatherers. The two
species were, in other words, competitors. Yet they managed
to become soul-mates.

The findings of the research team, which includes the
University of Edinburgh, University College London and
data science specialists Earthwave, are published in
European Geosciences Union's journal The Cryosphere.
The research, funded by UK Natural Environment
Research Council, shows that overall, there has been a 65
% increase in the rate of ice loss over the 23-year survey.
This has been mainly driven by steep rises in losses from
the polar ice sheets in Antarctica and Greenland.
Lead author Dr Thomas Slater, a Research Fellow at
Leeds' Centre for Polar Observation and Modelling , said:
9

"Although every region we studied lost ice, losses from Half of all losses were from ice on land -- including 6.1
the Antarctic and Greenland ice sheets have accelerated trillion tons from mountain glaciers, 3.8 trillion tons from
the most.
the Greenland ice sheet, and 2.5 trillion tons from the
Antarctic ice sheet. These losses have raised global sea
"The ice sheets are now following the worst-case climate
levels by 35 millimetres. It is estimated that for every
warming scenarios set out by the Intergovernmental Panel
centimeter of sea level rise, approximately a million
on Climate Change. Sea-level rise on this scale will have
people are in danger of being displaced from low-lying
very serious impacts on coastal communities this century."
homelands.
Dr Slater said the study was the first of its kind to examine
Despite storing only 1% of the Earth's total ice volume,
all the ice that is disappearing on Earth, using satellite
glaciers have contributed to almost a quarter of the global
observations. He added: "Over the past three decades
ice losses over the study period, with all glacier regions
there's been a huge international effort to understand
around the world losing ice.
what's happening to individual components in Earth's ice
system, revolutionised by satellites which allow us to Report co-author and PhD reasearcher Inès Otosaka, also
routinely monitor the vast and inhospitable regions where from Leeds’ Centre for Polar Observation and Modelling,
ice can be found. Our study is the first to combine these said: "As well as contributing to global mean sea level rise,
efforts and look at all the ice that is being lost from the mountain glaciers are also critical as a freshwater resource
entire planet."
for local communities. The retreat of glaciers around the
world is therefore of crucial importance at both local and
The increase in ice loss has been triggered by warming of
global scales."
the atmosphere and oceans, which have warmed by
0.26°C and 0.12°C per decade since the 1980, Just over half (58 %) of the ice loss was from the northern
respectively. The majority of all ice loss was driven by hemisphere, and the remainder (42 %) was from the
atmospheric melting (68 %), with the remaining losses southern hemisphere.
(32%) being driven by oceanic melting.
Journal Reference: Thomas Slater, Isobel R. Lawrence,
The survey covers 215,000 mountain glaciers spread Inès N. Otosaka, Andrew Shepherd, Noel Gourmelen,
around the planet, the polar ice sheets in Greenland and Livia Jakob, Paul Tepes, Lin Gilbert, Peter Nienow.
Antarctica, the ice shelves floating around Antarctica, and Review article: Earth's ice imbalance. The Cryosphere,
2021; 15 (1): 233 DOI: 10.5194/tc-15-233-2021.
sea ice drifting in the Arctic and Southern Oceans.
Rising atmospheric temperatures have been the main
driver of the decline in Arctic sea ice and mountain
glaciers across the globe, while rising ocean temperatures
have increased the melting of the Antarctic ice sheet. For
the Greenland ice sheet and Antarctic ice shelves, ice
losses have been triggered by a combination of rising
ocean and atmospheric temperatures.

Geological phenomenon widening the
Atlantic Ocean
ScienceDaily, January 27, 2021
Source: University of Southampton

An upsurge of matter from deep beneath the Earth's crust
During the survey period, every category lost ice, but the
could be actively pushing the continents of North and
biggest losses were from Arctic Sea ice (7.6 trillion tons)
South America farther apart from Europe and Africa, new
and Antarctic ice shelves (6.5 trillion tons), both of which
research has found.
float on the polar oceans.
The plates attached to the Americas are moving apart from
Dr Isobel Lawrence, a Research Fellow at Leeds' Centre
those attached to Europe and Africa by four centimetres
for Polar Observation and Modelling, said: "Sea ice loss
per year. In between these continents lies the Mid-Atlantic
doesn't contribute directly to sea level rise but it does have
Ridge, a site where new plates are formed and a dividing
an indirect influence. One of the key roles of Arctic sea
line between plates moving to the west and those moving
ice is to reflect solar radiation back into space which helps
to the east; beneath this ridge, material rises to replace the
keep the Arctic cool.
space left by the plates as they move apart.
"As the sea ice shrinks, more solar energy is being
Conventional wisdom is that this process is normally
absorbed by the oceans and atmosphere, causing the
driven by distant gravity forces as denser parts of the
Arctic to warm faster than anywhere else on the planet.
plates sink back into the Earth. However, the driving force
Not only is this speeding up sea ice melt, it's also
behind the separation of the Atlantic plates has remained
exacerbating the melting of glaciers and ice sheets which
a mystery because the Atlantic ocean is not surrounded by
causes sea levels to rise."
dense, sinking plates.
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Now a team of seismologists, led by the University of
Southampton, have found evidence of an upwelling in the
mantle -- the material between the Earth's crust and its
core -- from depths of more than 600 kilometres beneath
the Mid Atlantic ridge, which could be pushing the plates
from below, causing the continents to move further apart.
Upwellings beneath ridges are typically thought to
originate from much shallower depths of around 60 km.

Professor Mike Kendall added: "This work is exciting and
that it refutes long held assumptions that mid-ocean ridges
might play a passive role in plate tectonics. It suggests that
in places such as the Mid-Atlantic, forces at the ridge play
an important role in driving newly-formed plates apart."
Video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jNpC4gSNHEU&fea
ture=emb_logo.

The findings, published in the journal Nature provide a
Journal Reference: Matthew R. Agius, Catherine A.
greater understanding of plate tectonics which causes
Rychert, Nicholas Harmon, Saikiran Tharimena, Jmany natural disasters around the world, including
Michael Kendall. A thin mantle transition zone beneath
earthquakes, tsunamis and volcanic eruptions.
the equatorial Mid-Atlantic Ridge. Nature 2021; 589
Over two research cruises on the RV Langseth and RRV (7843) 562 DOI 10.1038/s41586-020-03139x.
Discovery, the team deployed 39 seismometers at the
bottom of the Atlantic as part of the PI-LAB (Passive
Rocks show Mars once felt like
Imaging of the Lithosphere-Asthenosphere Boundary)
Iceland
experiment and EURO-LAB (Experiment to Unearth the
Rheological
Oceanic
Lithosphere-Asthenosphere
Crater study offers window on temperatures 3.5
Boundary). The data provides the first large scale and
billion years ago
high-resolution imaging of the mantle beneath the MidScienceDaily, January 21, 2021
Atlantic Ridge.
Source: Rice University
This is one of only a few experiments of this scale ever
conducted in the oceans and allowed the team to image Once upon a time, seasons in Gale Crater probably felt
variations in the structure of the Earth's mantle near depths something like those in Iceland. But nobody was there to
of 410 km and 660 km -- depths that are associated with bundle up more than 3 billion years ago.
abrupt changes in mineral phases. The observed signal
The ancient Martian crater is the focus of a study by Rice
was indicative of a deep, sluggish and unexpected
University scientists comparing data from the Curiosity
upwelling from the deeper mantle.
rover to places on Earth where similar geologic formations
Lead author, Matthew Agius, a former post-doctoral have experienced weathering in different climates.
fellow at the University of Southampton and currently at
Iceland's basaltic terrain and cool weather, with
Università degli studi Roma Tre said: "This was a
temperatures typically less than 38 degrees Fahrenheit,
memorable mission that took us a total of 10 weeks at sea
turned out to be the closest analog to ancient Mars. The
in the middle of the Atlantic Ocean. The incredible results
study determined that temperature had the biggest impact
shed new light in our understanding of how the Earth
on how rocks formed from sediment deposited by ancient
interior is connected with plate tectonics, with
Martian streams were weathered by climate.
observations not seen before."
The study by postdoctoral alumnus Michael Thorpe and
Dr Kate Rychert and Dr Nick Harmon from the University Martian geologist Kirsten Siebach of Rice and geoscientist
of Southampton and Professor Mike Kendall from the Joel Hurowitz of State University of New York at Stony
University of Oxford led the experiment and were the Brook set out to answer questions about the forces that
chief scientists on the cruises. The experiment was funded affected sands and mud in the ancient lakebed.
by NERC (Natural Environment Research Council, UK)
Data collected by Curiosity during its travels since landing
and the ERC (European Research Council).
on Mars in 2012 provide details about the chemical and
As well as helping scientists to develop better models and physical states of mudstones formed in an ancient lake, but
warning systems for natural disasters, plate tectonics also the chemistry does not directly reveal the climate
has an impact on sea levels, and therefore affects climate conditions when the sediment eroded upstream. For that,
change estimates over geologic times scales.
the researchers had to look for similar rocks and soils on
Dr Rychert said: "This was completely unexpected. It has Earth to find a correlation between the planets.
broad implications for our understanding of Earth's The study published in JGR Planets takes data from wellevolution and habitability. It also demonstrates how known and varying conditions in Iceland, Idaho and
crucial it is to gather new data from the oceans. There is around the world to see which provided the best match for
so much more to explore!"
what the rover sees and senses in the crater that
encompasses Mount Sharp.
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The crater once contained a lake, but the climate that
allowed water to fill it is the subject of a long debate. Some
argue that early Mars was warm and wet, and that rivers
and lakes were commonly present. Others think it was
cold and dry and that glaciers and snow were more
common.

The makeup of sand and mud in Iceland were the closest
match to Mars based on analysis via the standard chemical
index of alteration (CIA), a basic geological tool used to
infer past climate from chemical and physical weathering
of a sample.
"As water flows through rocks to erode and weather them,
it dissolves the most soluble chemical components of the
minerals that form the rocks," Siebach said. "On Mars, we
saw that only a small fraction of the elements that dissolve
the fastest had been lost from the mud relative to volcanic
rocks, even though the mud has the smallest grain size and
is usually the most weathered.

"Sedimentary rocks in Gale Crater instead detail a climate
that likely falls in between these two scenarios," said
Thorpe, now a Mars sample return scientist at NASA
Johnson Space Center contractor Jacobs Space
Exploration Group. "The ancient climate was likely frigid
but also appears to have supported liquid water in lakes
for extended periods of time."
"This really limits the average annual temperature on Mars
The researchers were surprised that there was so little when the lake was present, because if it were warmer, then
weathering of rocks on Mars after more than 3 billion more of those elements would have been flushed away,"
years, such that the ancient Mars rocks were comparable she said.
to Icelandic sediments in a river and lake today.
The results also indicated the climate shifted over time
"On Earth, the sedimentary rock record does a fantastic
job of maturing over time with the help of chemical
weathering," Thorpe noted. "However, on Mars we see
very young minerals in the mudstones that are older than
any sedimentary rocks on Earth, suggesting weathering
was limited."
The researchers directly studied sediments from Idaho and
Iceland, and compiled studies of similar basaltic
sediments from a range of climates around the world, from
Antarctica to Hawaii, to bracket the climate conditions
they thought were possible on Mars when water was
flowing into Gale Crater.
"Earth provided an excellent laboratory for us in this
study, where we could use a range of locations to see the
effects of different climate variables on weathering, and
average annual temperature had the strongest effect for the
types of rocks in Gale Crater," said Siebach, a member of
the Curiosity team who will be a Perseverance operator
after the new lander touches down in February. "The range
of climates on Earth allowed us to calibrate our
thermometer for measuring the temperature on ancient
Mars."

from Antarctic-like conditions to become more Icelandic
while fluvial processes continued to deposit sediments in
the crater. This shift shows the technique can be used to
help track climate changes on ancient Mars.
While the study focused on the lowest, most ancient part
of the lake sediments Curiosity has explored, other studies
have also indicated the Martian climate probably
fluctuated and became drier with time. "This study
establishes one way to interpret that trend more
quantitatively, by comparison to climates and
environments we know well on Earth today," Siebach
said. "Similar techniques could be used by Perseverance
to understand ancient climate around its landing site at
Jezero Crater."
In parallel, climate change, especially in Iceland, may shift
the places on Earth best-suited for understanding the past
on both planets, she said.
Journal Reference: Michael T. Thorpe, Joel A.
Hurowitz, Kirsten L. Siebach. Source‐to‐Sink Terrestrial
Analogs for the Paleoenvironment of Gale Crater, Mars.
Journal of Geophysical Research: Planets, 2021; DOI:
10.1029/2020JE006530.
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NORTHERN CALIFORNIA GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY

MEMBERSHIP TYPE: ______ RENEWAL, or _____ NEW MEMBER APPLICATION
Please check one option above, complete this form, and include your check made out to NCGS.

Mail to: Don Medwedeff, NCGS Treasurer, 146 Roan Drive, Danville, CA 94526-1915.
Please note: Regular members may pay dues for up to three years in advance.
Dues (select one)
Regular $20 / year (emailed newsletter only) x (circle one) 1 / 2 / 3 years
$_______
Regular $40 / year (USPS mailed newsletter only – if you really need it mailed)
x (circle one) 1 / 2 / 3 years $_______
Student $ 5 / year (emailed newsletter only)
$_______
Contribution (optional)
Scholarship
Teacher Award
TOTAL

$_______
$_______
$_______

The membership year begins on September 1. Dues submitted after June 1 will be credited to the
following year.
Please provide the following (for renewal, provide name and any changes since last year):
Name:___________________________________________________________________________
Address:_________________________________________________________________________
City, State, Zip:___________________________________________________________________
Phone: Home:__________________ Cell:____________________ Office:____________________
Email:___________________________________________________________________________
Employer:_________________________________________ Job Title:_______________________
New Members: How did you hear about NCGS?_______________________________________
I am interested in helping with:
____NCGS Outreach

____Field Trips

____K-12 Programs

____Scholarships

____Newsletter
____Membership
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____Website

____Programs

____AAPG Delegate

Meeting held
online only
N

(Continued from Page 1)
in the School of Earth, Energy, and Environmental
Sciences at Stanford University. Tiziana leads the
Stanford Rock Physics Laboratory (SRPL) where,
together with her students, uses laboratory and
imaging techniques to study the response of the
physical and mechanical properties of rocks to
Earth’s conditions and processes. Particular
emphasis is on understanding how rock-fluid
interactions affect the physical and mechanical
properties of rocks and geomaterials. Applications
of her research include the characterization of
reservoir rocks exposes to fluid injection, chemical
processes in crustal rocks, and ancient materials.
Tiziana is a Marie Skłodowska-Curie Fellow, the
recipient of the 2018 Wegener Award by EAGE,
2015 NSF Career Award, and 2014 SPE Innovative
Teaching Award.

Northern California Geological Society
c/o Mark Sorensen
734 14th Street, #2
San Francisco, CA 94114

To NCGS members receiving the newsletter by U.S. Mail only: Would you like to instead receive the
NCGS newsletter by e-mail? If you are not already doing so, and would like to, please contact Tom Barry
at tomasbarry@aol.com.
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